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Welcome
to Heal.Thy Money Journey
Quantum Leap

Welcome to Day 1 of the Heal.Thy Money Journey Quantum Leap!

Throughout this 3 day challenge you'll find my 3 steps to quantum leap your
money healing journey.  They're designed to heal, inspire and activate you, so
that you can release the shackles of yesteryear, ignite your creativity and
awaken your spirit. These steps will show you the money healing journey
you need to take to get to freedom, flow and abundance on all levels.

These are the same steps I've personally followed to transform my money
story from one of struggle and scarcity to one of abundance on all levels -
wealth, health and love. These are a key piece of the money healing journey I
teach inside the Heal.Thy Money Journey. 

The first step is connecting to your divine vision. Your divine vision is what
your soul is calling you to do, what you signed up for when you designed
your soul's journey for this lifetime on earth. You can feel restless if you're not
expressing your soul's true purpose. 

Listen to your emotions stirring inside of you. You are being guided toward
your calling. Let go of your attachments to security and set your sights
towards your dreams. You deserve this beautiful, soul-aligned shift. Your
destiny is calling you into deeper purpose, deeper connection to your
dharma. 

And I want you to dream big. Bigger than you've ever dreamed before. Your
divine vision is your vision expanded beyond your vision, beyond any
shackles of society and circumstance.

So, let's begin your money healing journey. I'm very excited to share this with
you. Let's dive in!

Angela Maree

Founder - Heal.Thy Money Co 

xx
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3 Steps

Connect inwards to your intuitive guidance
and access your soul's gifts and spiritual
calling for for 2022 and beyond

1 DIVINE VISION

Reflect on what is blocking you from
achieving your divine vision. 

Explore blocks, fears, limiting beliefs,
energetic holes in your container and what

the gaps are that you need to close.

Release what is not serving you with a
quantum healing tool, to create space
for your divine vision to manifest

2 REFLECT

3 RELEASE
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to Quantum Leap your 
Money Healing Journey in 2022



Step 1
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Divine Vision
JOURNAL WHAT YOUR DREAM DAY LOOKS L IKE .

GO INTO LOTS OF  DETAIL  INCLUDING HOW YOU BE ,  HOW YOU FEEL
AND WHAT YOU DO
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IF  YOU WERE L IV ING A  L IFE  THAT WAS AUTHENTIC  AND IN
ALIGNMENT WITH YOUR SOUL,  WHAT WOULD THAT LOOK L IKE?
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NOW GO EVEN DEEPER &  FURTHER TO YOUR DIVINE VIS ION.
YOUR VIS ION EXPANDED BEYOND YOUR VIS ION



What's next
on the money healing journey?

OK, so there you have it. The first step to quantum leap your money healing
journey. I trust doing the divine visioning has created a spark in your heart
that is ready to be ignited.  

We'd love for you to share your divine vision with us in the Money Healing for
Conscious Entrepreneurs facebook group.
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connect@healthymoney.co
www.healthymoney.co

Learn More... CLICK HERE TO PRE-ENROL
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JOIN THE FACEBOOK GROUP

Today was step 1 of 3 - and tomorrow we'll be diving into reflecting on what
may be blocking you from achieving your divine vision. So make sure you
have your diary blocked out for the next live session!

The doors will be opening soon to our signature program Heal.Thy Money
Journey. If you're super keen to snag yourself a spot on this highly coveted
program, you can pre-enrol right now with an early bird bonus of a 1:1
Healthy Money Mentoring package with me (value $600).

At Heal.Thy Money it's our vision to see a world where business is being
driven by heart-centred beings like you, with core values of trust, surrender,
empathy, love, kindness, intuition, femininity, alignment and true abundance
on all levels. 

And my greatest wish is to see you stepping into your divine vision, fullest
potential and serving humanity in a way that lights your soul on fire (and
receiving abundantly for it!)  So, what are you waiting for?!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/moneyhealers
https://www.facebook.com/groups/moneyhealers
https://www.facebook.com/groups/moneyhealers
https://healthymoney.co/healthy-money-journey-pre-enrol/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/moneyhealers


The money healing journey
to creating a life of financial freedom, 

flow and abundance on all levels
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